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remediation plan. NC WRC are trying to evaluate the damage to the trout population.
New developments in the headwaters of trout streams, agriculture operations, excess nutrients and climate warming
are slowly destroying many of our trout streams in NC. I ask
you to be proactive in protecting our cold-water streams.
When you get emails from TU national saying take action,
please open them, and click on the actions you want to send
a letter to our representatives telling them we want clean water, healthy streams that support trout for many years to
come.
BRTU is on summer break. While most of us are
enjoying summer vacations, it will all come to an end with
August. We go back to chapter meetings in September at
the Sixty Six Grill and Tap house every third Tuesday of
the month. We will start with a fly tying program from
Dave Everhart who is a professional fly tyer and writes a
monthly article for this newsletter.
Robby Abou-Rizk
The heat of the summer is time to head high up into the mountains
to chase some of those wild trout and Tenkara offers advantages of UPCOMING EVENTS
traveling light while hiking in and hopping rocks. In this issue we
August 14 Social at Fiddlin Fish
will discuss fishing for wild trout while using a Tenkara rod.

PRESIDENT’S CORNER
We are in the dog days of summer. The streams are low
and the trout are hot, as water temps have risen all over the
state. There is some good news, however. To paraphrase a
line from Star Wars: There is hope in the Galaxy. The brook
trout that were rescued from Ramey creek a year ago and
transplanted into an unknown stream of the Blue Ridge parkway, have survived and reproduced. Hopefully this new generation will pave the way to keep this pure strain of the
Southern Appalachian brook trout going for another millennium. See the story and photos below.
However as in Star Wars, the Empire strikes back. The
Bottomley companies have been clearing more land this time
in Alleghany County, filling in parts of a wetland and clearing land to edge of a tributary of Wolf creek in the New River
Basin which is classified as trout water. This work includes
putting in two culvert stream crossings, sediment flowing
into the tributary, turbidity in the stream and all the environmental damage that comes with such operation. DWR has
been on the site and has issued a Notice of Violation to the
Bottomley companies and asked them to submit a

Brewery 4-7 pm
Come join us on Sunday August 14th in
for a social at the Fiddlin Fish Brewery on
Trade street from 4-7pm. Please bring
your spouse, family, friends and meet
other members. Enjoy the afternoon telling friends about the
many adventures you have had this summer, specially the
one that got away. There will be a food truck and possibly a
band. The best part is that Fiddlin Fish will donate 20 percent
of proceeds from any draft beer sold during that time period
back to our chapter. So socialize, have a drink while benefiting our conservation efforts.
Rod building classes. Rod building classes are ongoing on
Wednesday’s at the south fork
community center. AM class is 912 with PHW members, 6-8 PM
BRTU beginner’s class. Both
classes are open to the public.
Attendees at any level are welcome
from beginners to advanced. You
can sign up on our website RodBuildingSignUp or contact
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mornings Rickie Woodson at woodson.ra@gmail.com or his back. Clad in rubber waders and rubber gloves, he dips
two electrodes the shape of snowshoes into the stream. The
evenings Rusty Berrier rustyberrier@outlook.com.
box beeps, a red light flashes, and Johnson jolts the water
QUOTE OF THE MONTH
with 400 volts of electricity.
“The heat of summer is hard on trout. Keep them wet”

PROJECT HEALING WATERS FLY FISHING
PROGRAM LEAD NEEDED.
The current Program Leader for our Winston-Salem
Project Healing Waters Program is no longer able to lead the
Program. Project Healing Waters is a program supported by
BRTU to help veterans with disabilities learn the sport of fly
fishing. It is an incredible program for what it does for those
who have served our Country.
In addition to a Program Lead the Chapter also needs a
Program Lead Assistant. PHWFF has asked that we let our
BRTU Chapter know of these vacancies to see if anyone can
help. Even if you can't fill one of the positions, but know
someone who may be able to that would be great. The reality
is that if a Lead and Assistant can't be identified the program
may have to close at the end of the summer.
Please contact Robby Abou-Rizk
at drrobbyab@gmail.com or Jon Bowman
at uncc2wfu@gmail.com for more information.
This is an important program for the veterans it serves.
SAVE THE BROOKIE
Wildlife Resources hastily rescued a species of rare fish. Now
we know whether the beloved brookies survived
By Lisa Sorg

On a crisp summer morning in the mountains, TJ Johnson,
a conservation biologist with the NC Wildlife Resources
Commission, hoists a metal box the size of a mini-fridge onto

An adult brookie is being weighed and measured
so biologists can track the health of the species.
This brookie is unharmed, only temporarily dazed
and calmed by a mild electroshock and a few drops
of clove oil. The fish was soon returned to the
stream. (Photo: Lisa Sorg)
Nearby, Matt Bodenhamer, the wildlife commission’s
assistant fish hatcheries manager, also in waders and gloves,
wields a net.
“Got one!” Bodenhamer says
Scoop, plop, into the bucket.
“There’s another one,” Johnson exclaims.
Scoop. Plop. Bucket.
Brookies – a nickname for the Southern Appalachian
Brook Trout – are gold, gray and green, stippled with red
dots, and offset by orange fins and a white belly. Because
their scales are small, their skin feels smooth and soft.
A fragile and precarious species, they live only in the
headwaters of mountain streams, where no other fish can
thrive. Every stream is home to its own genetically distinct
line of brookie.
A year ago, NC Wildlife Resources biologists conducted
an emergency rescue of brookies from a segment of Ramey
Creek, down the mountain and about six miles away. There,
Bottomley Properties, a company based in Alleghany
County, had been timbering forest on 360 acres to expand its
cattle grazing operations.
Shade trees that had cooled Ramey Creek and stabilized
the stream banks had been cut to the stumps. Rock, mud and
dirt freed by a hard rain, had poured into the creek, damaging
three-quarters of an acre of wetlands and more than three
linear miles of waterways, imperiling the brookies’ survival.
Public records show staff at the state Division of Water
Resources called the violations “some of the most extensive
sedimentation damage ever seen.”

Over two weeks in June 2021, Wildlife Resources
biologists retrieved 97 brookies from Ramey Creek. They
relocated the fish to an unnamed tributary of Fishers Creek,
on property in Surry County owned by the Piedmont Land
Conservancy.
Today the biologists would learn if the brookies survived.

Matt Bodenhamer, left, and TJ
Johnson of the NC Wildlife Resources
Commission prepare to electroshock
part of a stream to find brookies,
designated a “species of special
concern.” (Photo: Lisa Sorg)
The journey to the unnamed tributary begins with a fourmile climb and descent in a UTV – utility task vehicle – over
rocks with a diameter of bowling balls. Over crevasses and
washed-out roads. Over steep climbs on which the UTV’s
tires gnaw at the dirt for traction.
It can be disorienting for humans; for fish sloshing in
tanks, even numbed out by clove oil, the trek would be
harrowing.
The final stretch – a descent of 700 feet in elevation over
a just quarter mile – is made on foot. The biologists are laden
with gear as if they were pack mules. Other than an
occasional path trodden by deer, there are no trails up here.
Just thickets of rhododendron, hurdles of fallen logs, and
groves of Lady Ferns lapping at their legs.
The white noise of waterfalls crescendos. And then there
it is: The stream, pristine and clear and cold. Brookie
paradise. Caddisflies and other aquatic insects live between
the pebbles and stones that line the streambed – a buffet for
the brookies. Trees shade the water, keeping the fish cool.
Over the next 15 minutes Bodenhamer and Johnson
lightly shock the stream in 10-meter increments, hoping to
roust the brookies from their hiding places. Each fish is then

placed in a communal bucket partially filled with stream
water, and they laze at the bottom, as if lightly napping.
The smallest brookies found today would have been laid
as an egg last October or November and hatched in January.
When they emerge from their egg, they are just 15
millimeters long – a little over a half-inch – Johnson says,
“and the yolk is still attached to their stomach.”
Today, as the fish are collected, the two wildlife biologists
count, weigh and measure them. The data will help them
learn about the brookies’ health and food supply. Johnson
calls out the lengths in millimeters – 61, 82, 67, 78 –
equivalent to 2 to 3 inches. And the weights in grams – 2.3,
5.4, 2.7, 4.6 – about the same as five to 10 raisins.

A young brookie as it prepares to be weighed
and measured. (Photo: Lisa Sorg)
A couple of the brookies are obviously adults, probably
close to the end of their natural lifespan of three years.
“Here comes a big one,” Bodenhamer says.
225 millimeters – 8.8 inches — and 109 grams – 3.8
ounces — hefty by brookies’ standards.
The smallest brookie measured 52 millimeters, about 2
inches. “But it was a strong little 52,” Bodenhamer says.
The final count for the 15-minute canvas: 31 brookies.
“That’s pretty good,” Johnson said. “But we have to see
if these fish get bigger and bigger and then spawn, to see a
whole generation come and go.”
For now, though, it appears the rescue succeeded. The
brookies made it.
“It was a small gamble, you never know for sure if it’s the
right home,” Johnson says. “They have preferences beyond
our understanding.”
What’s next: The NC Department of Environmental
Quality fined Bottomley Properties $268,000 for violations
of the Clean Water Act related to the degradation of the
creeks, wetlands and streams.
Bottomley is contesting the penalty; an Administrative
Law Judge is scheduled to hear the case on Oct. 24, in High
Point. (An original version of this story listed the date as
Sept. 26, but has been rescheduled, according to DEQ.)

BECOME A ROCK HOPPER
On Saturday, June 4 the
Delayed Harvest Season ended
and for most of us the annual
fishing season is over. That
doesn’t mean there aren’t still
streams with trout that are out
there. Well, for some of us at
least. There are many wild trout
waters here in North Carolina
that offer some excellent fishing.
For those of us that have knees
that have been replaced or are nearing replacement, it is
probably not an option to go rock hopping up these
mountain streams, but if you’re knees are still in good
shape, it is an excellent resource.
In mid-May, my son decided it was time he tried it out
and on a beautiful Sunday he headed up around the Blue
Ridge Parkway to do some rock hopping. He came home
absolutely thrilled after a 20 fish day on the creeks and
relayed his story to me to share with you. Obviously, he
swore me to secrecy about where he fished, but allowed me
to pass on all the other information about his adventure.
As you can see in the photo
above, these mountain streams
are a series of waterfalls and
rapids between small pools the
size of a bathtub to near 10+ feet
wide. He discovered that nearly
every pool contained a trout that
was spooky, but was aggressive.
The best thing of all was that they
will voraciously attack a dry fly,
the love of every fly fisherman.
To fish these streams without spooking the fish you need to
work your way up stream and crouch low as you approach
the pool. In most cases my son reported that there was
usually a line below the pools that allowed room for a short
back cast. In each pool you had just a few casts to catch the
fish before they became totally spooked and refused to
venture out for the fly again. In one case he reported that
on the first cast he saw
a fish scoot behind a
rock. On the second
cast he managed to land
the fly right near the
rock and the fish came
out and took it.

The two flies he had the most success with were a #16 elk
hair caddis and a #16 light cahill parachute. He did switch
to a #12 elk hair caddis at
one point and still caught fish
on it. On this day most of the
fish he caught were in the 35” range, but he did catch a
beautiful 9” wild brook with
beautiful colors.
The
vegetation can be rather tight on your hike up the creek so
you need to scale down on the size of your rod. He suggests
that you look to something like a 7-8’ rod in a 2-3wt. You’re
casts will all be fairly short. It’s a tough hike up these
creeks, so you need to travel light. All you need is a small
pack with your tools, a few
flies, some tippet, and dry
fly floatant. Even though
the water was still cool, he
used just a pair of light
wading shoes. Most of
your trip will be on the
rocks and not in the water.
The scenery along these streams is beautiful and the
creeks he fished were near the parkway and had trails
nearby. He was there early, but as the day wore on, the
hikers showed up. In some of the pools, their kids and dogs
would be wading in the water or at least dangling their feet.
When he got to one of these pools, there
was no sense in trying to fish and he just
continued working upstream to one
without a crowd. It is best to get to these
creeks early as it just becomes worse as the
day goes on. Or you may want to try to find
a stream that is more remote where it is
likely there will be fewer hikers. The
downside of this is that if you fall off one of the rocks and
become injured, there will be no one around to help you
out. If you plan to do a lot more rock hopping, first be sure
that someone knows where you will be and second you
might want to invest in a satellite communications device
that you can use to call for help. There is a variety of these
devices on Amazon listed from $100-300. They may require
a service contract that you should check out before buying.
There are a great many wild trout streams that are out
there for you to try and if you find one that an old timer with
bad knees can fish, be sure to let me know. One of the best
resources is at http://www.hkynctu.org/helpful-links/nc-wild-troutstreams/. Kin Hodges, a biologist with the NCWRC provided
information about several streams in our area that he
recommended. The information on the website provides a
map of the creek and results of fish surveys that include the
number, breed, and size of fish that were found. The size is
listed in millimeters, so if you divide the number by 25 it will

give you the approximate size in inches. A second resource
is
the
interactive
trout
stream
map
at
https://www.ncpaws.org/wrcmapbook/fishingareas.aspx. You can zoom
TENKARA FISHING – YOUR COMPLETE GUIDE
into this map and find trout streams all over North Carolina
and the regulations on each. Not every stream is identified TO EVERYTHING
on the map. In fact, one of the streams my son fished is not
identified, but it does show up, so if you zoom all the way in
you might find some almost virgin waters to fish.
So even though our regular delayed harvest season is
over, it doesn’t mean you have to give up trout season until
next October. Get up into the mountains and scout out
some of these streams. Most of the fish are small, but they
are still a challenge and best of all you’ll get to do some
great dry fly fishing in warm summer temperatures and
among some beautiful scenery.
CONSIDER TENKARA FOR THOSE
HIGH MOUNTAIN STREAMS
Hiking in and rock hopping those high mountain wild
trout streams can be quite an effort. Tenkara allows you to
go light for your hike. The
Tenkara From Soup to Nuts; This is pretty much
Tenkara rod will fold up to a
everything you need to know about tenkara fishing all in the
12-18” rod which makes it
one spot. Read on below...
easy to get through the trees
and bush. When folded out
to a full length of 12’ or more
it can get you into those
pools without being seen.
Being fully equipped to fish with Tenkara can weigh less
than a couple pounds.
I often hear complaints that in overgrown areas a Tenkara
rod is too long. That can easily be fixed by adding a strip of
duct tapeto your rod. This video shows you how to shorten
that rod. Trick to Shorten Tenkara Rod Length.
The following articles will help you get set up to fish
those high mountain streams with ease.

As well as set-ups, tactics and solving common
problems we’ll bust a few myths and show you some sweet
photos and videos.
Let's get started with a few FAQs:
Tenkara Fishing FAQ
What is tenkara fishing?
Tenkara is a method of fly fishing that originated in the
mountains of Japan and has now developed into a modern
pastime. It uses quite long rods, fixed lengths of casting line
attached to the rod-tip and simple, impressionistic wet
fly patterns. Most Tenkara anglers attach just one fly at a
time to the tippet. This method was developed to catch trout
and char in free-flowing rivers using skilful technique and
stream-craft.

The word “Tenkara” is a shortening of “tenkara-tsuri” – a
phrase that literally meant “Fly Fishing” in the traditional
mountain-dwelling communities of the Tohoku region of
Japan (and possibly elsewhere also). Calling this method of
fishing “Tenkara” was formalized in the 1980s by Yuzo
Sebata through Japan’s famous “Tsuribito” (Fisherman)
magazine.
How do you set up a tenkara rod?
Learning how to set up a tenkara rod can be frustrating if
you don’t know the steps. Also, if you use the knots that most
people recommend, you will dramatically weaken your
tippet (the link above shows strong, simple knots). Most
breakages of tenkara rods come during the set-up or
collapsing of the rods before and after use. Use the golden
rule: When you attach or detach your casting line NEVER
have the rod tip exposed outside the handle-section of the
rod. When you extend the rod, do it in sequence
from thinnest section to thickest. For collapsing the rod start
with the HANDLE/BUTT section first and work
from thickest to thinnest. When collapsing each section,
always hold the rod blank really close to each joint –
especially for the thinner sections. If you grip the blank too
far from the joint, the rod can bend and snap as you push the
sections towards each other.

"Honryu Tenkara" Specialist Kazunori Kobayashi with a
huge tenkara-caught brown trout

As well as matching rod and tippet strength to target fish, you
need to practice turning fish by using sideways pressure of
the rod – as well as never pointing the rod towards a powerful
fish. By steering a fish in an extended figure of 8 around the
pool, you can change what would normally be a “reel
churning” straight-line run into one or more laps around a
curving “racetrack circuit”. Here’s a ton more info on how
Why not just use a Fly Rod & Reel?
top Japanese anglers tackle big powerful fish in big powerful
Well, one answer is that you CAN take the techniques used rivers known as “honryu”: Honryu Tenkara Article
in tenkara and apply them very effectively when using How do you land a fish on a long tenkara line?
“Euro-nymphing” rods & leaders. For example, the “Fly It’s a mistake to think you can only use a length of line that
Manipulations” of tenkara will really multiply your success is roughly the same length as the rod. While this is often a
with Euro/Competition fishing methods (as well as dry fly good choice for accuracy and control, it isn’t unusual to use
and streamer BTW!). At the same time, I could talk about casting lines that are more than double the length of the rod
how portable and quick to set up these long telescopic rods (or even up to 12-metres/40 feet long); so you need to get
are – but even more than convenience/portability there are good at catching the line as you draw back the rod-tip over
some unique fishing advantages to tenkara gear. The lack of your shoulder. DON’T start shifting your grip up along the
rod-rings/guides on the blank mean that MUCH finer and rod towards the tip – keep hold of the handle and point the
more flexible rod tips can be used. In turn, this means that rod behind you. Reach forward with your “non-rod” hand
they will effortlessly cast much, much lighter casting lines. (palm out) and sweep it sideways onto the line so that the
With a long rod (tenkara rods are typically 11 to 14 feet long) pinky-finger/outside edge of your palm bumps into the line.
and a super-light casting line, you can hold all your line off Then gently close your fingers onto the line. Next, bring your
the water at range. This means that you can avoid spooking rod hand (still holding the rod handle) DOWN to meet your
fish from the splashdown you get with fly line (and why you other hand which is holding the line. Now you can draw line
often need very long leaders to separate your fly from that in “hand over hand” until the fish is close enough to net. The
“line-slap”). It also means that you can keep your line above important thing is not to grip the line tightly – so that a
nagging currents that would spoil your drift otherwise.
twisting fish can tug line so that it slips out between your
What happens when you hook a big fish on a Tenkara fingers. This acts like the “drag” on a regular fishing reel
Rod?
Is Tenkara just “dapping” the fly under the rod-tip?
A very common myth is that, because tenkara rods have a No, learning good, accurate tenkara casting is at least as
fixed length of line attached to the tip of the rod, they are skilful as regular fly fishing (in fact I’d argue it is easier to
only good for catching tiny fish. While the method developed get started, but harder to get good at tenkara casting). The
in Japan to target small to medium-sized trout and char, the casting of ultralight lines lets you deliver your fly with a lot
tackle can be matched to larger fish in a similar way that you of accuracy while allowing extreme control over the
find in other fishing methods (you don’t fish 2-weight fly presentation. That sensation of pinpoint casting by unrolling
rods for tarpon do you?).
a neat casting loop is one of the main pleasures to tenkara
fishing for many anglers. In tight quarters, roll-casts,

slingshot casts, side-casts and all the usual fly-fishing tricks To explain the tippet measurement in a bit more detail,
to get your fly out are all used in tenkara.
imagine you are drawing an archery bow so the string goes
behind your ear. The length of the (imaginary!) arrow is a
Tenkara Fishing 101: Setup Basics
As flagged up in the FAQ section, the fundamentals of knots, good basic length for your tippet. Going beyond that
rigging the gear and extending/collapsing the rod (while simplified rule of thumb - find out when and how to vary that
avoiding breakages at all stages) are explained length of tippet to suit different tactics in this
article https://www.discovertenkara.com/blog/tenkarahere: https://www.discovertenkara.com/tenkara-rod-setup.
tippet-length/
Rod Maintenance – A Forgotten Detail
If you store a tenkara rod while it is still wet from the river
or rain – the finish on the surface of that rod will bubble and
be spoiled. Even worse, if you have some grit inside the rod
sections, over time it will wear away at the blank and create
a weak spot. Then, one day, you’ll get an “unexplained”
breakage without warning. There is very little promotion of
the best ways to do this – one of the first good practical
demos I saw of this was Masami Sakakibara’s “car park
tutorial” below:
Just be careful when you get to the really fine sections –don’t
stuff too much tissue into those! It is easy to get a piece of
tissuestuck – and very difficult to get it out…You might need
to shave down a bambookebab skewer to make it thin enough
to poke through!
If you have a spot in your house that is well ventilated, then
an option is to simply wash the sections out using a bathroom
shower. Afterwards, lay the sections flat in a warm spot
where the air is actively flowing. If you lay them in a spot
without ventilation they will remain wet almost indefinitely
Don’t be tempted to skip over that part – because the majority – so it’s really important to check that you have active air
of all rod breakages – as well as all losses of that “fish of a flow.
lifetime” - come from not paying attention to setting up your
gear correctly. Having said that, as soon as you’ve got your
routine nailed you need to start making choices on what you
are actually setting up! If you are buying pre-made casting
lines, you need to know how long they should be – and the
guidance set out for choosing level line length will apply
directly (no matter what type of line you’re using). Of course,
this flags up another question…
You’re probably wondering “What type of line should I
use?”. The full answer to that puzzle is given in
the https://www.discovertenkara.com/ultimate_guide_to
ADVICE FROM THE VISE
_tenkara_lines article.
If all the line-length choices are overwhelming, don’t worry.
Summer is here in full swing, so it’s time to head to the
To get you started on a great path:
higher and more remote elevations to persue the trout.
If in Doubt About Tenkara Line Setup Choices...
Start out with a #4 fluorocarbon level line that is about the
same length as your rod (from tip to end cap) – and then add
a length of 5x tippet that measures from the end of your
outstretched arm to just behind your opposite ear. Fish a
#12 stiff hackle fly either wet or dry and you're good to go.

Tenkara is an awesome application to do this. The
traditional Tenkara fisherman in Japan often use one
pattern in one size. Simplicity is the name of the game.
While I have tied for several Tenkara aficionados, I love to
swing these as wets and in the high country on a 2 wt as an
upstream drift. The flies are very simple and sparse affairs.
The Sakasa Kebari style with its reverse hackle is the classic
Tenkara fly and this pattern I have selected is known as
Kujaku Kebari or loosely translated, peacock reverse hackle.

These can be tied in any body color and are usually tied in
#12 or #14. Traditionally, the hooks don’t have formed eyes,
an eye is tied into the fly using catgut, or more modern
mono. Regular hooks are just fine to get started with. In this
case I’m using a #12 scud hook, yellow thread and a quail
feather as the hackle.
Dress the hook from the eye down to the the bend with
touching turns and repeat to build up a level but slight body.
Tie in a peacock herl and take 5 or 6 wraps to form a collar.
Take care to tie it a couple eye lengths back so as not to
crowd the eye with the hackle.
Next prepare the hackle as shown. Use hackle pliers to

That’s all there is to it, it makes for a great pulsating fly
that rides the current naturally.
As always, I’m honored to answer questions, give a
lesson, or just talk fly tying and fishing. Don’t hesitate to
contact me at jacobsforkflytying@gmail.com or check out
some of my current ties on Facebook and Instagram at
Jacobs Fork Fly Tying.
UTAH’S GREEN RIVER
A BUCKET LIST TRIP

grip the very tip of the feather, sweep down the fibers and
trim the tie in tip.

Now comes the Kebari magic. Instead of the top of the
feather facing forward, you want to tie it in facing
backwards to take advantage of the natural curve of the
feather.
With hackle pliers, grab the stem and take turns heading
forward, sweeping the fibers forward as you go.

I had read a lot about how great the fishing was on the
Green River at Flaming Gorge in northeastern Utah, so in
2020 my son Michael and I booked a trip there. It turned out
to be just as great as we had read. Not only is this river
loaded with fish (touted as the most fish per mile in the US),
but the dramatic beauty of the river is a major bonus.
In 2020 we were booked with Brenton Kuhn as a guide
and he was great. Not only did he know the river well, but
he knew a lot about the geology of it as well which made the
trip even more enjoyable. We were there in July and he told
us he was already half booked for July of the next year so in
July of 2021 we contacted him for the trip this year.
The closest commercial airport to the Green River in
Dutch John is the Vernal airport. You can get there by
connecting through Denver, but it’s a ten hour start to finish
and an hour by car from there. Both American and Delta
have non-stop flights to Salt Lake City from Charlotte and
from there it’s a 3.5 hour drive.
There are few places to stay in Dutch John so be sure to
book well in advance. The first time we stayed at Red
Canyon Lodge and it was good, but was already booked a
year ahead for this trip so we booked at Flaming Gorge
Lodge. It turned out to be a very good place with great
people and a restaurant and store as part of the complex. It’s
only a few minutes away from the river.
The Green River is divided into three sections. A starts at
the dam and goes about seven miles downstream to the B
section that runs about 9 miles down to the C section that
runs another 14 miles. If you’ve never fished there before I
would recommend you experience all three on your trip.

Our first year we fished day1-A/B, day 2 BC, day 3 A.
We shortened the last day to drive back to Salt Lake City.
The highest concentration of fish is at the dam and decrease
as you go down stream, but is still phenomenal at least
through B and into C. C is
best known for large browns
fished later in summer on
terrestrials.
The river is also known
for its large tuber hatch
everyday so the guides start
early (usually about 7 AM)
and will start the day by working down stream a ways before
starting to fish so to get ahead of the hatch.
And speaking of hatches, there is an annual cicada hatch
in late May and early June that the Green is famous for, but
moderate most years with only a major hatch every 17 years.
July has three daily hatches, morning caddis, followed by
pale morning dun (PMD) and yellow sally later in the day.
These hatches can be phenomenal and are why we picked
mid July for our trip.
Day 1: My son and I have had a spell of bad luck on our
trips this year. There was a big temperature drop the day
before our striper trip on the Roanoke, booking at bad tide
times for our tarpon trip, and now cloudy days for the trip to
the Green River when sunny almost always in the summer.
Our scheduled guide Brenton also had an emergency that
first day and had to repair a trailer axel so Stu was brought in
to replace him. In cloudy weather the great hatches don’t
materialize like on sunny days. Stu was not rigged for
nymphing so we fished dry
all day on the B section of
the river. In spite of that we
still managed to land a
dozen fish that day and
missed a dozen more since
fishing here is all barbless.
As on our past trip they
were all large fish, ranging from
14-20”. Michael got a beautiful
20” brown trout and I got a very
colorful 19” rainbow. These are all wild
fish.
Day 2: On day 2 Brenton was back
with a repaired trailer. We headed out at
7 AM on the second cloudy day to fish the
A/B section of the stream. We started by
trying some dry fly fishing with #16
caddis and #16 PMD. We caught a half
dozen, but the hatch just wasn’t happening without the
sunshine so he switched us over to nymphing the rest of the
day. We were using #18 barbless nymphs so it was quite a
challenge hooking and landing the fish, but we managed to
get about 30 fish to the boat and must have missed at least 30
more.

On our previous trip we couldn’t believe that this river has
wild trout as we never caught one under 12” with most over
14”. How could there not be smaller ones. Maybe it was just
chance or maybe it was
nymphing on a cloudy
day, but we did catch a
few fish under 10”,
though the majority were

again all much larger. It was a
great day on the water.
Day 3: The last day dawned in
the full sunshine and blue sky that
we expected to see here. Rather than shorten the trip to A for
the last day and our drive back to SLC, Brenton again
scheduled us for the full A/B trip and it’s great that he did.
With the sunshine came all three hatches in full force and we
spent most of the day with #16 dry caddis, PMD, and yellow
sallies. Later in the day he surprised us by putting on a large
cicada. He said that even though the hatch has passed the
fish remember them…and he was right. The fish slammed
these big hunks of meat. I had on large brown that clearly
had seen the fly from a distance, came out of the water
horizontally grabbing the fly, and
flew through the air about six feet.
It was the most amazing bite I have
ever seen. By the end of the day we
had brought at least 30 fish to the
boat and had lost just as many.
Amazing Side Trips
And while you are there you
really need to make some side trips to see the geology of the
area. This entire portion of Utah was all below the ocean at
one time and is made up of shale, limestone loaded with
fossils, and the dark red sandstone the gorge is named for.
A great evening trip is to the Red Canyon Visitor Center.
The view of the evening sun over the canyon is beautiful and
in our two trips there we have met the local big horn sheep
gang both times. These sheep are amazingly tame. Each
time we parked the car and they just walked around us
nibbling on the grass. A local camper told us they came into
his camp each morning. I suspect someone has been feeding
them.
On your trip to and from
SLC there are two choices for
you. On the northern route
there is a side trip at Sheep
Creek Loop.
This is a
geological tour that loops off
and back onto highway 191. The trip takes maybe an hour
and along the way there are signs describing the geology of
the area. It’s a beautiful trip.
If you take the southern through Vernal you can head east
to the Dinosaur National Monument about 20 miles. Just

inside the park is Quarry Visitor Hall showing skeletons still
in the rock.
So add the Green River to your bucket list and get out
there for some fantastic fishing and a beautiful landscape. I
highly recommend you book with Brenton Kuhn. He has
made more that 2500 trips down the river and knows exactly
how to put you onto fish and share the scenery along the way.
You can check him out at Beehive Fishing Company.
ADULT FLY FISHING CAMP
LAKE LOGAN
November 7-11, 2022
Camp will include an introduction to fly fishing, trout,
and fly fishing equipment. You will learn to tie three flies
and several of the most important techniques in fly tying. We
will also give an introduction to the entomology and fly
selection associated with fly fishing, with a focus on our
geographic area. All needed equipment is provided, but we
do encourage you to bring any equipment you own so you
can get used to it.
Adult Fly-Fishing Camp - Fall - Lake Logan
PLEASE COME JOIN THE BOARD
Every year couple board members finish their terms
around September and new members are elected to the board
. If you are interested in joining the board or want to nominate someone please reach out to any of our board members
or contact us on our Website or email to
blueridgetuws@gmail.com
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